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O'Malley, L. S. S.—The Impact of European Civilisation.
In No. 1455, pp. 44-106.	[1457
Portuguese proseltization in India and introduction of European
civilisation. The English judicial system; the reaction; western educa-
tion ; introduction of printing; Raja Ram Mohan Roy's influence;
abolition of suttee ; abolition of slavery; Political, social and economic
changes; improvement of communications and uplift of women.
Ozarkar,  Bal—Panoh Kanya   (Marathi  text).    Crown 8vo.
pp. 44, New Bharat Printing Press, Bombay, 1941.   [1458
Sketches of five great women of Indian mythology.
Padmanabhachari, T. R.—Games, Sports and Pastimes in
Prehistoric India. MIL XXI, pp. 127-146.	[1459
Parameswar, K. S.—India as a Maritime Power.   IB.   Vol.
42, pp. 162-165.	[1460
Shows that ancient India did really take to water and made the best
possible  use of  the  geographical   position.   Ends   by describing the
fleet of Shivaji.
Pillai, R. P. Sethu—Rambar and Kacciyappar. AOR. VI,
Pi 2, pp. 1-25.	[1461
Pinkham, Milfred Worth—Woman in the Sacred Scripture
of Hinduism, pp. xii + 239. Columbia University Press,
New York, 1941.	[1462
"In the opening paragraphs of her preface, Dr. Pinkham makes it
quite clear that she herself is not clear as to the purpose of her
book. Further perusal of the pages do not help the reader to make
any decision for herself. In the lines quoted above there is more than
a suggestion that the volume is intended as a sort of inspirational
hand book for Hindu women, as * material in order to test and evaluate..',
but it is difficult to believe that this is a serious intention, for the
questions are all from English translations and provide neither a com-
prehensive list or references, nor sufficient context to be very useful".
Jean Wilson Kennedy, JAOC. Vol. 6l, p. 195,
Powell-Price, 3. 0,—Note on the River Sindu of the Malavi-
kagnimitra. JUPHS. XIV, Pb. 2 pp. 125-127.	[1463
Does not agree with B. S,  Upidhya in several  matters  given in
JUPHS. XIV,.Pt. I, pp. 9-20.
Prasad,  Bisheaswar—The Origins of Provincial Autonomy,
Being the History of the Relations  between the   Central
Government and the Provincial Governments in  British
India from 1860-1919.  8H"x5H", PP. iii + 428. Kitabistan,
Allahabad, 1941.	[1464

